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Introduction
Big question

• Where do we locate linguistic variation?

• (Big) answer: at PF

• (Narrow) answer: di erent responses to similar PF-branch challenges



Empirical scope

• Di erences in the e ects of scrambling on scope in two verb-peripheral languages…

… alongside di erences in the scope of negation w.r.t. quanti cational arguments

• Answer: di erences signal a di erent response to the same challenge



Structure

• Set up for the puzzle (an expected correspondence between word order and scope)

• Introduce the facts (the correspondence breaks down sometimes)

• Develop a solution (con icting requirements for linearization)

• Show how it works (and an additional nice prediction)



Setting up the puzzle
• Kayne (1994) and why we care in 2020

• Kayne makes predictions about scope

• The generalization



Theoretical background (pt. 1)

• Kayne (1994) derives much of classical X̄-theory from a very restrictive theory of linear
order…

(1) XP

YP

…
X ZP

…

! YP > X > ZP (where ‘>’ means ‘precedes’)

… where asymmetric c-command relationships translate to precedence relationships.

• Consequence: non-spec-head-comp languages involve more movement than you might
think.



• One reason to care about Kayne (1994) in 2020: the FOFC

(2) XP

X YP

Y ZP

(3) XP

YP

ZP Y

X

(4) XP

X YP

ZP Y

(5) * XP

YP

Y ZP

X

• Biberauer, Holmberg, and Roberts (2014) show that you can get this with the LCA and
an assumption about word-order-movement-triggering features

• I follow this methodology throughout this talk



Theoretical background (pt. 2)

• Asymmetric c-command is also important for determining scope relationships

(6) XP

YP

…
X ZP

…

! YP > X > ZP (where ‘>’ means ‘outscopes’)

• Note — scope is determined by the same relationship that linear order is



The generalization

• When we put together Kayne (1994) with:

– A restrictive theory of word-order-determining-movement (Biberauer, Holmberg,
and Roberts 2014)

– A restrictive theory of the mapping of syntax to LF

• We expect:

(7) Scope-linear order correspondence
Precedence should correspond with scope
“If X precedes Y, X outscopes Y”



The puzzle
• (7) is both right and wrong in Japanese and Tagalog

• There seems to be a pattern in terms of how it’s right and wrong

• Where the verb is seems to determine which portion of the clause it’s wrong for



Head peripheral languages (pt. 1/head- nal)

• The LCA requires more to be said to get the word and morpheme order right in verb-
peripheral languages

• Japanese

• The Japanese verb generally follows the arguments and adjuncts construed with it

• Following Biberauer, Holmberg, and Roberts (2014), we need to do the following:

(8) [ [H [VP …V …] ] ] ! A H V
[ [VP …] [ [ H <[VP …V …]> ] ] ] ! V A H
[ [ [VP …V …] [ < > [ H <[VP …V …]> ] ] ] ] A V H

• This also gets the relative order of morphemes in the Japanese verbal complex right



• Iterating this for multiple arguments preserves their relative c-command relationships

• And since arguments occupy an adjoined/spec position, they should ‘scope out’…

… per Kayne’s (1994) de nition of c-command for adjuncts/specs…

… a f’rinstance:

(9) (Roughly,) [ [ [ every nodei ]’s mother ]’s sister ] c-commands iti

• Leading us to expect arguments to generally scope over operators which follow them



Head peripheral languages (pt. 1/head- nal): generalization holds

• So: we expect the generalization to indeed hold in Japanese

• Using variable binding as a diagnostic for scope: order of arguments follows the general-
ization

(10) a. * [ Sokoi-no
it-GEN

syain-ga
employee-

] [ mittu-izyoo-no
three+-GEN

kaisyai-o
company-

] tyoosasita
investigated

‘Theiri employees investigated three+ companiesi.

b. [ Mittu-izyoo-no
three+-GEN

kaisyai-o
company-

] [ sokoi-no
it-GEN

syain-ga
employee-

] tyoosasita
investigated

‘Theiri employees investigated three+ companiesi. Takano (2010)



Head peripheral languages (pt. 1/head- nal): generalization breaks down

• When we force a theme to remain low, negation outscopes it

(11) Taroo-ga
T.-

zen’in-wa
all-

sikar-anakat-ta
scold- -

‘Taro didn’t scold (them) all.’ Erlewine (p.c.) (?? 8 > NEG,DNEG > 8)

• Unexpected! given (12)

(12) NegP

‘VP’

DP

zen’in-wa

… Neg
anakat

<‘VP’>

…

! DP precedes/outscopes Neg



Head peripheral languages (pt. 2/head-initial):

• Tagalog: head-initial with lots of pre xing

• Kayne (1994, p. 38): pre xing can’t involve head movement

• Following Biberauer, Holmberg, and Roberts (2014): iterated ‘ ips’

(13) [ [H [VP …] ] ] ! A H V
[ [ < > [H [VP …] ] ] ] ! A H V
[ [ < > [H [VP …] ] ] [ <[ < > [H [VP …] ] ]> ] ] H V A

• Also preserves c-command between scope-taking elements when iterated



Head peripheral languages (pt. 2/head-initial): generalization holds

• Scope of argument and negation follows the generalization

(14) a. (Byma 1986)Hindi
NEG

na-kita
-see

ni
CS

Juan
John

ang
ANG

maraming
many

batanot
child

‘John didn’t see the many children.’ (DNeg > many, *many > Neg)

b. (Miller 1988)Maraming
many

usang
deer

hindi
NEG

b-in-aril
-shoot

ng
CS

mga
PL

hunter
hunter

‘Many deer were not shot by the hunters.’ (Dmany > Neg)



Head peripheral languages (pt. 2/head-initial): generalization breaks down

• Variable binding as a diagnostic:

(15) a. *Nag-ma-mahal
-ASP-love

[ ang
ANG

kanyangi
POSS

ama
father

] [ ng
CS

bawat
every

anaki
child

]

‘Heri father loves every childi.’

b. *Nag-ma-mahal
-ASP-love

[ ng
CS

bawat
every

anaki
child

] [ ang
ANG

kanyangi
POSS

ama
father

]

‘Heri father loves every childi.’ Rackowski (2002)



Summing up the puzzle

• The generalization seems to hold for portions of the clause in both languages:

• Right for Arg/Arg in Japanese, wrong for Arg/Neg

• Right for Neg/Arg in Tagalog, wrong for Arg/Arg

• Or: right for everything preceding the lexical verb



The theory
• Two generalizations

• Formalizing some ideas

• How it gets the generalization



Two generalizations

• Generalization 1:

(16) Scope-linear order correspondence
Precedence should correspond with scope
“If X precedes Y, X outscopes Y”

• Generalization 2:

(17) Scope-linear order non-correspondence
If (16) doesn’t hold, it doesn’t hold of elements following the lexical verb
“ [ (16) compliant ] [ (16) non-compliant ] ”

• Idea: the LCA comes into con ict with other PF-branch requirements

• The way of dealing with this con ict causes (17)



A solution…

• PF imposes restrictions on possible linearizations of structure

• An LCA-determined order might come into con ict with these restrictions

• There is a way of solving this problem:

(18) Exit:
A element targeted by Exit (and the elements it dominates) is ignored by the LCA
(w.r.t elements that are not contained within that phrase)



…to a problem

• Restriction for the day: selectional adjacency (Bobaljik 1995; Richards 2016)

(19) Selectional adjacency:
¬9Z: <X, Z>, <Z, Y>, when X selects Y and does not select Z.
⇡ Selecting/‘dependent’ heads must be adjacent.

• Bascially: if there’s something between two heads in a particular relationship, something
will go wrong



Satisfying recoverability

• (Non-recoverable) material must be linearized and pronounced (Fiengo & Lasnik 1972)

• Something like (20) ensure this happens (perhaps as a last resort)

(20) Re-entry:
If Y is unordered: Add <X, Y>, where ¬9Z : <X, Z>, X is ordered w.r.t. some
other element, and Y is unordered w.r.t X.
⇡ Unordered elements are linearized after all previously ordered elements.



Consequence

• A structure like (21) is not linearizable if X and Y are ‘dependent’

(21) XP

X YP

ZP
Y …

• The LCA says: X > ZP > Y

• But selectional adjacency says: ¬9Z: <X, Z>, <Z, Y>



• Some portion of the structure in (21) could be targeted by Exit…

… with subsequent Re-entry rendering it utterable.

• But exactly which portion is not determined by this theory



The solution
• Reminder about the facts

• Di erent targets for Exit

• Some corroborating stress facts



Quick reminder

• In Japanese, the correspondence between scope and linear order holds for Arg/Arg pairs
but not Arg/Neg pairs…

… and vice-versa for Tagalog

• They di er in terms of where their arguments are relative to the verb



Japanese

• Suppose a clause structure like the following for Japanese

(22) TP

T>
-ta

vP

DP
Taro-ga

v’

v> XP

DP
ringo-o

X’

X> V>
tabe

Taro-ga
T.-

ringo-o
apple-

tabe-ta
eat-

‘Taro ate an apple.’

• (‘XP’ being wherever it is that the lower
argument is introduced, or a consequence
of LCA-determined ‘hop’)

• (22) can’t be linearized and satisfy selec-
tional adjacency

• Targeting the verbal complex/extended
projection of V for Exit solves the prob-
lem

• Selectional adjacency is vacuously satis-
ed, since the elements in question are not

linearized when it is checked



• Subsequent Re-entry results in the verbal complex being linearized after the arguments

• Selectional adjacency determines the linear order of elements in the verbal complex…

… allowing negation to freely adjoin within the clause (Kataoka 2006) …

… yet restricting it to one linear position.



Tagalog

• Same clause structure — same problem

(23) TP

T vP

DP>
ang ina

v’

v
um

XP

DP>
ng mani

X’

X V
lunon

L<um>unon
.swallowed

[ang ina]
mother

[ng mani]
peanut

‘The mother swallowed a peanut.’

• Applying Exit to the arguments can solve
the problem

• Nothing appears between the heads in the
extended verbal projection, so selectional
adjacency is satis ed

• (Note: if an argument moves to the left of
the verbal complex, it will be linearized
per the LCA, and here the generalization
holds)



• Re-entry places these elements in the postverbal eld

• With nothing in particular determining their order

• The relative scope of two arguments is determined (here) by their thematic positions

• Which negation precedes/outscopes



A di erent sort of evidence

• LF/PF mismatches show up when a PF rule is not structure sensitive

• Expectation: non-linear-order related PF rules that are structure sensitive might behave
the same way

• Here: nuclear stress



• In Japanese, scrambling a ects nuclear stress:
(Ishihara 2000; Miyagawa and Tsujioka 2004; Sato 2009; Ishihara et al. 2018)

– On the O in an SOV clause
– On the S in an OSV clause



• In Tagalog, it doesn’t:
(Richards 2017)

– Themes (in clauses like the one discussed here) routinely are realized with higher
F0 than agents would in the same position

– Which Richards (2017) argues to be nuclear stress



Nuclear stress is structure dependent

• Much work suggests that the relative prominence of elements in a clause is determined
by their position in the syntactic structure (Bresnan 1971; Cinque 1993; Kahnemuyipour
2009, a.m.o.)

• I.e. nuclear stress is determined by the syntactic structure

• Which (in some cases) is divorced from linear order



How we account for this

• In Japanese, scrambling re ects a structural alternation

• Di erent structures are interpreted di erently by the rules for stress assignment

• In Tagalog, scrambling doesn’t re ect such an alternation

• The same structure is always interpreted the same way



Conclusion
Big picture

• Languages often run into the same set of PF problems

• They may solve these problems di erently, using the same tools

• So a locus of variation is at PF



Thanks!
to Michael Yoshitaka Erlewine, Zheng Shen, the NUS syn/sem lab, and audiences at
SICOGG XXII and AFLA 27 for helpful comments on various aspects of the work presented
here.

These slides were made using the splitslides LATEX package (Erlewine 2020)
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